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l. Introduction. In the projective differential geometry of ordinary space
a problem of fundamental importance is that of obtaining a covariantly
determined reference frame for the definition of local point coordinates and
associated power series developments for the equations of curves and surfaces.
Much of the celebrated memoir [ 1] of G. M. Green was devoted to this
problem for a surface or 2-dimensional Cartan variety. 3 However, the
complete geometric characterization of the reference frame used by Green
was not completed until sixteen years later by Bell [ 2].
In this paper, an extension of Green's "relation R" is given for a linear
( n-2) -space L and a line l. This extended relation will also be known as
the relation R. The power series expansion in local non-homogeneous
coordinates for the equation of an ( n-1 )-dimensional variety Vo in n space
is obtained using the method introduced by Bell [ 3]. This power series is
simplified by choosing a suitable reference frame. The complete geometric
characterization of this reference frame is given and a generalization of the
edges of Green for n-dimensional space is obtained by use of the relation R.
The power series obtained and also the reference frame chosen are shown
to be generalizations of those obtained by Green [ 1] using Wilczynski' s
normal coordinates.
2. Preliminary Remarks. Let xo denote the generating point of an
(n-1)-dimensional analytic variety Vo in an n-dimensional linear space Sn.
Let the vertices of a local reference frame be denoted by xo, x1, ... , Xn and
the vertices x1, x2, ... , Xn-1 be taken on the respective tangents to the
u1, u 2 , ... , un-l parametric curves of Vo at x 0. The general coordinates of the
vertices satisfy a system of partial differential equations of the form
OXi
---

Du"

(2.1)

fk

iaXk

-

-0

(i, k = 0, l,··-, n;
a = 1, 2, • • ·, n-1 ) .

4

5

lThe author takes this opportunity to acknowledge his indebtedness to Dr. P. 0.
Bell for his inspiration, encouragement and help during the preparation of this paper.
2Department of Mathematics, Howard Payne College.
3A variety which sustains asymptotic parametric curves is known as a Cartan
variety.
4 Throughout this paper unless otherwise indicated a repeated upper and lower
index in a term indicates summation.
5Unless otherwise indicated a Greek index will have a range of 1, 2, ... , n-1 and
a Roman index range of 0, 1, ... , n.
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The left-hand side is called the intrinsic derivative of x; with respect to uu
and is denoted by x;,a. By a proper choice for the proportionality factors for
x1, x2, • • ·, Xn-1 the coefficients may be made to satisfy the relations
(2.2)
where o\x represents the Kronecker delta.
The intrinsic derivatives of the local coordinates xi are defined by
( 2.3)
in which x;a denotes the partial derivative of xi with respect to u"' 6 . It is
easily verified that intrinsic derivatives of products obey the usual rules for
derivatives. Moreover, the intrinsic derivative of an inner product xixi with
respect to u"' is identical with the partial derivative with respect to u"'.
The integrability conditions that the coefficients f\a of the equations
( 2.1) satisfy may be written as
(2.4)
wherein the intrinsic differentiation is with respect to the index k.
The conditions that a point X will remain fixed while u' varies are given
in terms of non-homogeneous local coordinates zi in the form
(2.5)

where

Let
f-a;;xi

= 0,

in which the a's are arbitrary functions of the u's, be the equation of a
hyperplane in Sn and let a curve Con Vo be represented by
xi=

xi (u1,u2, • • • ,un- 1), ui

= ui

(t).

If a;xi = 0 is the tangent hyperplane to Vo at xo and the direction of C at xo
is a direction in which the tangent hyperplane has second order contact with
Vo at xo, then f = 0, f' = 0, f" = 0 at ( 1, 0, 0, • • ·, 0). Solving these equations
simultaneously gives

(14)

6The convention of denoting a partial derivative of a function with respect to
a to the symbol which denotes the function will be used.

u"' by affixing a subscript
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Directions satisfying this condition are known as asymptotic directions.
Hence, the directions of the asymptotic curves of Vo are given by an equation
of the form
(2.6)
where 'Pn is an arbitrary function. The equation ( 2 .6) is the defining equation
of a net of quadric cones of vertex xo which is called the asymptotic net of
Vo at xo and generalizes the asymptotic net of a surface in Ss. The tangents
to the parametric curves of Vo at xo are generators of the asymptotic net of
quadric cones of Vo if the coefficients of (2.6) satisfy the relations
(2.7)
An analytical hypersurface for which the relations ( 2. 7) are true is a Cartan
hypersurface.
Making use of ( 2.2) and ( 2.7) in the integrability conditions ( 2.4) the
following relations between the coefficients of (2.1) can be established:
(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)
(2.11)
3. The Relation R. As xo, the generating point of an analytic hypersurface
, Xcx,a point on the
Vo in n-space, moves along a fixed parametric curve u 13
tangent to the u" parametric curve, moves along a corresponding u13curve
and Xcxf3is a point on the tangent to this

(3.2)

u13curve

at Xcx defined as follows

(E'FO'., O'.'F/3) where by use of equations (2.1) and (2.2)

Now xo, Xa and the (n-2) points Xcx/3(/3 = 1,2, ... , a-1, a+ 1, ... , n-1)
determine a linear space usually of dimension ( n-1) whose determinant
equation is

26

( 3.3)
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XO

x1

x2

....

1

0
0

.... 0

0

0
0

I' 0a1

I' 1a1

Xa

... . 1

...

. xn

. ... 0
.... 0

r 0a2

fla2

f 2a1
f 2a2

r 0aa-1
f 0,m+1

I' 1aa-1
I' 1aa+1

f 2aa-1
I'2,m+1

....

rac,c,-1

....

rnaa-1

....

f",m+l

....

fnaa+l

r 0an-1

f\m-1

I'2an-1

....

raan-1

....

rnan-1

....

fetal

....

fnal

....

raa2

...

. rnc,2

=0.

As a assumes all possible values 1, 2, .... , n-1 in ( 3.3) there is a
system of n-1 linear ( n-1) -spaces (hyperplanes) determined each of which
passes through xo. This system of hyperplanes is represented by the system
of equations
n

~ UaiXi

( 3.4)

=0

(a=fai)

i=l

and the coefficient Uai is the determinant
lfka13I; a=l,2,

/3= 1, 2, ....
k

= 1,2, ....

.... ,n-1;

+
+

, a-1, a
1, .... , n-1;
, i-1,i
1, . ... , a-1,a

+ 1, ....

,n.

If the rank of this system of ( n-1) equations in n unknowns is n-1, the
dimension of the linear space of intersection is n-( n-1) = 1. This is
equivalent to the statement that the intersection of these ( n-1) hyperplanes
is a line if, and only if, they are linearly independent. If the rank of the
system is less than n-1, the dimension of the linear space of intersection is
greater than one and the ( n-1 ) hyperplanes are linearly dependent.
The system of (n-1) hyperplanes given by the equations (3.4) are taken
to be linearly independent. It is evident from the equation ( 3.3) that Xn is
in the hyperplane corresponding to a fixed a if, and only if,
( 3.5)

1rua/3I= 0, (/3, u

= 1,2, ....

,a-l,a,+

1, .... ,n-1).

If equation ( 3.5) holds for each a, then

Xn is in each hyperplane and hence
is the line of intersection of the ( n-1 ) linearly independent hyperplanes
given by the equations (3.4).
Now to each xa 7 there corresponds a hyperplane, ( 3.3), passing
through the u" - tangent and the line l xoxn. Hence, to the linear ( n-2) xoxn

=

7This point will be uniquely determined with the determination
Section 5.

of

r 0oa

in
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space L in the tangent hyperplane determined by the ( n-1) linearly independent points Xa there corresponds the line l and conversely. The linear
(n-2)-space Land the line l which are related to each other in this manner
are said to be in the relation R. The geometric relation that has been used
here to define l and L is an extension of the known "relation R" of Green
[1:pp. 86-87].
4. Calculation Of The Power Series Of Vo. If an arbitrary local reference
frame is chosen, the power series development in non-homogeneous coordinates of Vo, an ( n-1 ) -dimensional analytic variety in n-space, will contain
all terms, even the constant term. The constant term disappears when xo, the
generating point of Vo, is taken as a vertex of the local reference frame. The
za terms vanish if the tangent hyperplane to Vo at xo is taken as a face of
the reference frame. If the asymptotic tangents (ua•tangents) are taken as
edges of the reference frame, the ( za) 2 terms vanish.
If the above choices for the local reference frame are made and the
method of Bell [ 3] is used, the power series development of Vo expressed
in terms of non-homogeneous coordinates assumes the form
(4.1)

zn

= aaflZaz 13+aa13yzazllzY
+aa13y1>Z°'zllzYzll+

... ,

where the coefficients are functions of 11'.
To determine the coefficients of the power series, differentiate both sides
of ( 4.1) with respect to u' and substitute for z\ the values given by the
fixed point conditions ( 2.5) and for zn the value given by ( 4.1). The two
sides are then identical power series by the uniqueness theorem, and by
equating corresponding terms the coefficients are determined. The asymptotic
curves are taken to be parametric, so upon making use of (2.2) and (2.6),
the coefficients of the terms of ( 4.1) out to and including those of degree
four are found to be
2! ao./3= rna/3,

=

fno./3-y+rna/3 f 0o,,+rnny f"a13-fno., f'/ly
-fn13,f'o.y = fno.fl,1'+rna/3f 0o,,,

3!

aa.13y

4!

aa.flyo

=

(fno./3,y+r 0 0.13f00,,),0+2r 0oll (fno.fl,y+P'o./lfOo,,)

where fllo./l,Yis the restricted convariant derivative [3:p.210] of fna/l with
respect to u-r defined by the relations
(4.2)

rno./3,1'= rno./3-y+rnnyfno./l-fno.,f'/31'

_fn13,f'o.y,

28
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Hence, ( 4.1) may be written to as many terms as will be needed m the
subsequent discussion as

+ [fna/3,a

+rna/3

f 0 oa-fna,

Pa13]

(z")

2 z 13

3

( 4.3)

+ [fna/3,Y +fna/l

fOoy]z"zllzY

6

+ [(fnaa,a

+rnaa

r oa) ,a +2r
0

0 oa

fnaa,a]

(z")

4

+ .....
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Let the ( n-1) points xa (3.2) on the ua-tangents be taken as the
vertices on those edges of the local reference frame and the ( n-1) hyperplanes ( 3.4) passing through those edges will be taken as faces of the
reference frame. Since xoxn ( the line l) lies in the intersection of these faces,
it will be taken as an edge of the reference frame.
In three-space, Green [ 1: pp. 116-117] has shown that if the pair of
lines in relation R which are now known as the edges of Green are the lines
xox3 and x1x2 of the local reference frame, then the x 2y and xy 2 terms in
the power series expansion for z in terms of x and y vanish. The converse is also true. If the x2y and xy2 terms vanish, XoX3 and x1x2 of the
local reference frame are the edges of Green ( i.e., if the asymptotic net is
parametric).
In the preceding section, it was shown that ( 3.5) were the necessary and
sufficient conditions for the line / to be in relation R to the ( n-2) -space L
in the tangent hyperplane. These are also the necessary and sufficient
conditions for the vanishing of the coefficients of ( za) 2zll in the power
series expansion for zn in terms of z' in ( 4.3) . That is, the following
theorem can now be proved.
Theorem.

expansion for

The coefficients of ( z") 2zll vanish m the power series
in terms of z' ( 4.3) if, and only if,

zn

/Pall/

=0.

From the power series (4.3), the coefficient of (z") 2zll is

(4.4)

1/3

(fna{l,a+Pa{lfOoa-Pa,Pa{l).

If P a/l,a is replaced by use of ( 4.2)
( 4 .4) becomes
1/3

[f'aa

rn,/l-Pa/3
-rn"'

rnw_fnafl
r•a{l - rnw

and ( fn

a/la

by use of ( 2 .11),

rnna+rnall
f 0oa+nall
r•{larn,/l f'aaL

fnna
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which upon collecting terms assumes the form

-1/3

(2Pa/3 rnrn -

P13a rnrn+rna/3

Upon substituting from (2.9) for f<13a and writing Pall
is then

-1/3

[2Pa/3 rnrn-Pa/3

fnrn-8'13

f 0oa).

as 8'13Prn

(4.4)

f 0oa rnrn +a•a r 0013rnrn+8•13 f 0oa fnrn]

or

If ( 4.4) vanishes then
( 4.5)

As a assumes all possible values 1, 2, ... , n-1,
equations in the ( n-2) unknowns f" rnSince

( 4.5)

represents

( n-2)

then

But e =faa; therefore,
lf'a13J =O.

Conversely, if
then
I

=O,

and since
then

or ( 4.4) vanishes.
Much of the preceding discussion is dependent upon a suitable choice
of the f 0oa. In fact, as soon as f 0oa is chosen, the vertices Xa of the local
reference frame are determined, the edge xoxn is determined by the relation
R and as will be seen by a suitable choice of the f 0 oa, the coefficients of the
( z"') 4 terms in the power series ( 4.3) will vanish.
If the coefficients of ( z"') 4 in ( 4.3) are to vanish, then
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which upon expansion and collection of terms becomes
-2rn""a
I''aa -rna,
I''aa °' -2rnna rnrn I''aa +rnmr I'"rn I''aa
+ rna,r I'" ll<I''aa +rn€7T I'" c,c, I''aa -3I'nrn I''aa I' 0 oa
0,

=

Substituting from (2.11) for Pa,°' and again collecting terms gives
-rn.,,.

I'" aa I''aa + 3rn,,." I'" C,€I''aa +rnmr I'"rn r•aa
-3I'nrn r•aa r 0oa -f"m
I''aac,
0.

=

When f"rn is replaced by (2.9), the equation becomes
-3fnrn
I''aa r 0 oa -fnm
r•°'"'a -rnm
r1Taar•aa
0oa)]
+ fna,,.Paa [f7Trn +3 (I'"w+o1raf 0o, -o",I'

But

1T -=I=
a,

-3I'

0 oa

Then if the function
( 4.6)

= 0.

hence

r

(fnrnf<ac, +o",fna1rI''aa)
-rnmI''aa"-rn.,,.r1TaaI''aa

+4rna,rf<aaf'Trn
= 0.

ro0a is defined by

o _ 4rna,,.f1Twf'aa -rn€1rf"aaf•aa
-I'na,I''aa"'
0a - -----~-~----------3 (fnrnf'aa +o".rnmrI''aa)

'

the coefficient of ( z") 4 vanishes, each vertex Xa and the edge xoxn of the
local reference frame are determined. The linear ( n-2 )-space L determined
by these points xa and the line xoxn in relation R to L are generalizations for
n-dimensional space of the edges of Green.
The power series expansion ( 4.3) has now become

(4.7)
/3
-/- ( [n a,y

+ fn " /3f 0oY ) z" z13Z y +
6

... ,

where the value of r 0oy is given by ( 4.6) and the local reference frame has
been chosen as follows: the generating point xo as a vertex, the tangent
hyperplane at xo as a face, the asymptotic tangents as edges, each point Xa on
the asymptotic u"-tangent as a vertex, the line l in relation R to the linear
( n-2) -space L as an edge.
5. The Geometric Characterization of the (n+l) st Vertex. The reference
frame will be completely characterized if the· vertex Xn is characterized. The
point Xn is characterized by use of the invariant defined by Bell [4: pp. 34-35].
Let X denote a point on xoxn different from xo. Let 1T denote the tangent
hyperplane to Vo at xo. Let 1T1 be the tangent hyperplane to Vo at a point y
whose general coordinates are given by

y

= Xo (u 1+du1,

u 2+du 2, ... , un-l +dun-l

).
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Let Xi denote a point whose general homogeneous coordinates are given by
X1 = X (ui+du1,
u2+du 2, .•. , un-i+dun-i).
The line joining X and Xi intersects 'TT'in a point Y and 'Tf'i in a point
Bell [4] has shown that the principal part, n, of the cross ratio (X, Y, X1,
is given by

Yi.
Yi)

(5.8)

where
aa/l = ----------(xit;)2

in which g;are the local plane coordinates of 7r and xi are the local homogeneous point coordinates of X.
Let the general coordinates of X be given by the equation

X = Xn-TJXn.
The local homogeneous coordinates of x are
xi = - TJ8io+8i,,
and of 7r are
g;= an;.
Substituting these into the expression for aa/l and simplifying gives
aa/l = f'ntt rn,/l _ 'TJfna(l.
Hence
( 5.9)
Now if there is a point Py on the line xoxn such that Py generates a curve
whose tangent passes through the linear space determined by the tangent
lines at xo to the tt"'-curves a =I=-y, then the general homogeneous coordinates
of the point Py will be given by the equation
Py=

xn+TJyXo.

Hence,
(5.10)
--

fk nyXk

+'TJyXy+'TJy

fO 0yX0

+ 8'1Jy
auY X •
0

The necessary and sufficient condition that there is such a point P-r is
that the coefficient of Xy vanishes in the right hand side of (5.10) or that
P'n-r+'TJ-r = 0

Hence the coordinates of
P 1, =

Py

(-y free index).

are given by

x,.-fYnyXo

(-y free index).
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Then at P..,,the invariant n given by (5.9) is
n..,,=

(y free index).

duadu 13

(Pnafne13-Pn-,f"a13)

Now as y assumes all possible values, the sum of the Oy's is given by the
equation
n-1

L

n..,,
= [ (n-1)

fneJ3-f1'n..,,fna/3]

Pna

duadu 13.

y=l

Therefore the average value is
n-1

(5.11)

~n..,,

=[Pnaf"e/3

n-1

Let P denote a point on
given by the equation
and let ;; be such that the
Then by (5.9) and (5.11)

xoxn

whose general homogeneous coordinates are

P = Xn+-rj"xo
value of n at P is given by ( 5.11 ) .
-

fYny

YJ=

n-1

and the coordinates of P are given by the equation

p=
Now the point

Xn

P will coincide with
fYny

n-1

= 0

'

+ fYnyXO
n-1

the point
i.e., f

11ny

•
Xn

if

= 0.

6. Darboux' s Canonical Expansion of Vo. Darboux' s canonical expansion
in non-homogeneous coordinates for the equation of a surface Vo in ordinary
projective space as given by Green [1: pp. 115-118] can now be obtained
by a specialization of ( 4.7).
The local reference tetrahedron has the vertices yo, y1, y2, y3 defined by
yo= y, y1 = yu-{3y, y2 = Yv-cr.y,
Y3 = Yuv-Ayu-YJYv-'YY
in which y denotes Wilczynski's normal coordinates of yo and u, v are
asymptotic parameters. The following relations exist among the coefficients
fn;a of equations ( 1.1) and the coefficients of Wilczynski's canonical form,

Yuu+2b Yv+fy
Yvv+2a'yu+gy

=0
= 0:
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= /3,f 002 = a,fho, = 8\ (e = 1, 2; h = 1, 2, 3),
= - (f32 +/3u+2ba +n, f 111 = -/3, f211 = -2b,
f311 = 0, f 0 21 = 'YJa+f3A+y-af3-au,
fl21 = A-a,
f221 = 'YJ,f321 = 1, f 0 12 = 'YJa+f3A+y-a/3-/3v,
fl12 = A, f 2 12 = 'YJ-/3, f 3 12 = 1,
f 022 = - (a 2 +av+2a'f3 +g), fl22 = -2a', f222 = -a,
f322 = 0, [ 031 = 4{3a'b+2bg-2{3bv-/3/-fv-/3Au
f 001
f 0 11

fl31

f3,31

fl32

f

3 32

+Af+2aA.b-a'YJu-CX'YJ 2 -/3A'YJ -'YJY-Yu-{3y,
2 31 = 2Ab-2bv-f-'YJu-'YJ
= 4a'b-Au-'YJA-y,f
= -'YJ, r 0s2 = 4aa'b+2a'f-2{3a'u-{3g-gu-CXA'YJ
-{3A 2 -Ay-{3Av-CX'YJv+2/3'YJa' +'YJg-yv-ay,
2 -Av,
= 2"f/a'-2a'u-g-A
f232 = 4a'b-A'YJ-'YJv-Y,
= -A.

2,

The local reference tetrahedron is characterized as follows: the generating
point of the surface yo is a vertex, the tangent plane at yo is a face, the
asymptotic tangents are edges, the points y1, y2 on the asymptotic tangents
are vertices, the reciprocal line yoy3 of the line y1y2 in the tangent plane is an
edge. The position of the vertex ya is usually not determined except that it
is not in the tangent plane. Then as in section 4, the coefficients of
z1, z2, (zl

)2 z2, zl (z2) 2, (zl )4 and (z2)4

all vanish. Hence the power series expansion is
__7

z-

=

1 2 +2b

zz

+ 2 (a'u -2

(z 1 ) 3 +2a' (z2)3 + 2 (bv-2ba)
3
3
3

a;/3)

z

1

In Green's expansion, y+af3

(z 2) 3 + ( y+a/3)

=0

(z1)2

(z 1 ) 3z2

(z2)2+ ....

from another consideration [1: p. 118].
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